This information comes from inside sources of WHO, CDC & Intelligence Agencies, that’s being keep from the public!

Coronavirus is a virus that was man-made, and weaponized in Wuhan, China

This weaponized virus was released in December 2019.

The key word is released, meaning on purpose.

This virus is expected to spread for 2 years.

The virus can live on surfaces for 28 days.

How the virus spreads:

The virus can go airborne, hitching a ride on particles and air pollution.

The virus also being boosted at night time via chemtrails, which are sprayed from aircraft at night when there is no UV light to destroy the virus.

The virus can be transmitted via body fluids, eyes, mouth, nose, tears, talking, sweating, farting, fecal matter, sharing food.

The virus transmission rate is double anything seen in 200 years.

(1) Infected carrier yields (14) more infected.

Fatality rate is 23% for the released agent.

The estimated fatality rate at age 66 and older is 50%.

Humans exposed to the virus have an incubation period of 15 days before any symptoms that are detectable appear.

Once you are exposed, you immediately become contagious. There’s no incubation period for contagion.
Blood types A, AB, RH-negative are most affected.

How to manage the virus:

There is an Antidote... A Vaccine! The vaccine is of course for those in a position to acquire it. The vaccine isn’t for you!

UV light can be used to destroy the virus. If the UV dosage/time is high enough.

A water solution with powdered pool bleach is effective. The powdered bleach is very effective oxidizer, is cheap and widely available and has a long shelf life.

Latex gloves are useless. It’s porous, 100 micron holes and the virus is less than 5 microns.

For Protection from virus they suggest using Nitrile Exam Gloves, Goggles for eye protection and use 3M P100 mask.

Surfaces where the virus is on, such as a counter where someone coughed, need to be sprayed with bleach, the air misted with bleach and anyone in contact needs to shower.

The virus can live “in the wild” longer in cold than warmer climates.

Meanwhile there are a few things an ordinary person can do to survive if infected:

40,000 UI of D3 every 12 hours until pneumonia symptoms cease. Before becoming ill, folic acid (to raise white blood cell counts) and drinks (acidic such as strong lemon drinks and increasing oxygen intake, which changes the PH of the blood. Hyperventilation as a last resort.

Get a high quality oxygen concentrator. A bed inside a hyperbaric chamber would help too. But that’s going a bit far for most people.

Isolate yourself from others and have food sources that are dated prior to about 3 weeks ago.

Stock up on packaged items depending on where they were acquired.
➤ Prepare to shelter in place for several months. You will need a non-perishable food supply in your home. Freeze dried foods made more than a month ago and any canned goods should be fine.

➤ Below is important information and reports on what’s really happening around the world regarding the weaponized virus:

➤ Intelligence sources say that China now faces "over Twenty Million infected and over ONE MILLION DEAD." Those Intelligence sources say crematories throughout China are operating at full capacity, 24 hours a day. [Link](https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/china-quarantines-shenzen-now-400-million-under-quarantine-as-cdc-says-virus-containment-not-possible-in-china)


➤ White House Corona Virus task force says don’t use your masks now, because you won’t have any left later when you need them. [Link](https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-nation/white-house-corona-virus-task-force-says-don-t-use-your-masks-now-because-you-won-t-have-any-left-later-when-you-need-them)


White House Now Asking If Coronavirus Is a Bioweapon.
https://thecommonsenseshow.com/conspiracy-health-radio-shows/white-house-now-asking-if-coronavirus-bioweapon

Coronavirus 'Super-Spreader' Infects 57 In Hospital As China Continues To Refuse CDC Help. One patient, admitted to a hospital in Wuhan, China, infected at least 10 health care workers and four other patients.

Panic buying results in rows of empty store shelves in Hong Kong as residents become “preppers” ahead of coronavirus spread.

CREMATION VANS running 24/7 as China orders door-to-door mass roundups of infected citizens to be placed in “quarantine prison camps”

CDC “Intelligence Officer,” anthrax researcher and African vaccine deployment expert openly admits the coronavirus pandemic is beyond control and will spread globally.

CDC is distributing possible coronavirus carriers all across U.S. cities, including San Antonio, Omaha and San Francisco.

Political elite may have already been vaccinated against coronavirus.
https://www.naturalnews.com/2020-02-07-political-elite-may-have-already-been-vaccinated-against-coronavirus.html

Bodies piling up, Hubei Province funeral home workers pushed to near collapse as cremation centers burn HUNDREDS of bodies per day.

BREAKING: China to quarantine city of Shenzhen in Guangdong Province, causing “mad rush” to Hong Kong as (infected) citizens flee to other nations.

Why is the World Health Organization engaged in bioweapons research? (WHO is another of the Elite’s alphabet agencies just like CDC. Note: All alphabet Agencies are created and run by the Elite.)


With More Than One Million Chinese Living in Africa and no Strict Controls at Airports, the Dark Continent is Where the Coronavirus Outbreak Will Totally Explode Out-Of-Control as Health Workers Warn They Are Definitely not Ready to Face a New Epidemic. [https://strangesounds.org/2020/02/africa-coronavirus-outbreak-health-not-prepared.html](https://strangesounds.org/2020/02/africa-coronavirus-outbreak-health-not-prepared.html)

WHO Director-General Tweets: We are mobilizing the UN. (You Were Warned – Medical Martial Law.) [https://www.intellihub.com/who-director-general-tweets-we-are-mobilizing-the-un/](https://www.intellihub.com/who-director-general-tweets-we-are-mobilizing-the-un/)